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Child Trafficking: A Social Evil 
 

AKRITI SHARMA
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  ABSTRACT 
Child trafficking is considered as one of the ugliest crimes at global level where the sale 

and purchase of children takes place and they get treated as a commodity or chattel. This 

is the process of recruitment, transport, transfer of children who are below the age of 18 

years for some immoral and illegal purposes. Trafficked children get exploited through 

various acts where they experience several pain and sufferings at places like brothel, 

factories etc., these traffickers, pimps force children into several unethical acts where 

they experience sexual, mental, physical and psychological pain.  

There are bundles of laws which are there to protect the interest of children and to deliver 

justice to the child victim. But, only the existence of such legislations is not enough to 

bring changes, so it is the responsibility of parents/guardians to educate their children 

as well as make them sufficient enough to take right decisions and not fall for any trap. 

There are numbers of reasons which either invite or parents or guardians willingly push 

them into this dirt due to unemployment, illiteracy, uneven economic conditions, poverty 

and other factors 

Keywords: Trafficking, exploitation, fundamental rights, illegal activities and illiteracy 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The drastic increase in the number of human trafficking is becoming a new threat for the society 

and especially for the weaker section of the society i.e. women and children. This illicit act of 

human trafficking is not limited or bounded to any country or geographical area but it is an 

issue of major concern throughout the world. No any nation is untouched from this illegal act. 

The emergence of this act not only affected the lives of victims but also created a sense of 

threat in society. Human trafficking is considered as a crime in the eyes of law and it is 

completely prohibited because it not only ruins the life of the victim but the families of victim 

have to bear the pain for their entire life. Trafficking consist of two ingredients violence and 

exploitation, which the victims have to face from the first stage of kidnapping or abduction and 

face various kinds of exploitation till the moment they are involved in that work. 

Basically, this trafficking in human takes place against men, women and children but most of 

 
1 Author is a student at Law College Dehradun, Uttaranchal University, India. 
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the times people target children according to the demands of the customers. The sections which 

get affected because of this act are children and female of that nation, they have to face this 

pathetic behavior and acts of people which harm their innocent minds2.  

Child trafficking is one of the most ruthless acts against children, it can be defined as the act 

of harboring, abducting, kidnapping of children who are below the age of 18 years from their 

homes through coercion, threat or any other means and engage them into various illegal 

activities. The main purpose behind this trafficking is to gain money by forcing them into 

various work places like brothels, forced labour, forced marriage, organ trade and other 

activities. The United Nation Convention on the Rights of Child defined child trafficking as 

the act of harboring, transfer, transportation, receipt or recruitment by threat or coercion of a 

person who is below the age of 18 years for the purpose exploitation or in order to engage that 

person into other unethical works from where they will earn money.  

Trafficking is prohibited in India and several other nations and it is unacceptable at any cost, 

but there are few people who commit such offences in greed of money and luxurious life. India 

is considered as one of the biggest exporter and importer of children. According to the report 

of NCRB in the year of 2019 approx 6616 people were trafficked from which 2914 were 

children. Trafficking of children includes the forceful abduction, induction, kidnapping of 

children by the means of threat, coercion which results into the transfer and transportation from 

one place to another for the purpose of exploitation. Basically, the male children get trafficked 

for forced labour at mines, quarries or other hazardous workplaces whereas the female children 

get trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation, begging, pornography etc. The traffickers 

or pimps abduct or kidnap children from different parts of the nation and later on sell them in 

sex market or other kinds of illegal markets3.  

The victims of trafficking feel disgraced and shameless after being forced into such unethical 

acts which create a sense of insecurity among the civilians. They have to face different kinds 

of pain and sufferings which break their self-respect and confidence in themselves. By 

involving in such activities all they get in return is mental, physical, psychologically and 

emotional breakdown even it involves the risk of several sexually transmitted diseases which 

can even cause death of that victim. Specifically, this crime of child trafficking also comes 

under the umbrella of other crimes which are drastically spreading in all over the world against 

 
2 Trafficking in children, available at: https://vikaspedia.in/social-welfare/women-and-child-development/child-

development-1/resources-on-safe-childhood-for-panchayat-members/trafficking-of-children-1  (visited on 1st 

May 2021) 
3 What is child trafficking?, available at: https://child10.org/about-child-trafficking/what-is-child-trafficking/  

(visited on 2nd May 2021) 
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the vulnerable section of the society i.e. Children. Sometimes, people voluntarily sell their 

children to pimps, middlemen in order to pay the debt or send them to cities or other nations to 

earn money but in reality they get forced into some unethical acts by such pimps or other 

middlemen. It has also been observed that if a child is orphan and staying with his legal 

guardians or any relative such people try to sell that child in a hidden manner to other people 

in greed of money4. 

Children are the asset of the nation and it is our duty and responsibility to provide them a 

healthy and happy environment to grow and develop as it will help them to become a good 

citizen of the country. A good environment of family helps a child to grow in a positive manner 

as well as their mindset will also work accordingly. If a child gets proper care and attention 

from his family members then he won’t fall for any trap and will be able to make a right 

decision. A healthy mind can be formed if a child have been raised in a good atmosphere but 

after being trafficked children have to face various kinds of violence and exploitation which 

harms their sentiments and take them away from the society. Such illicit acts not only destroy 

the present but also the future of child victim because after they get trafficked they are forced 

into several activities which are considered as crime in the eyes of law. So basically, after 

getting trafficked they lost their freedom, rights and have to survive according to the orders of 

the pimps or middleman5.  

According to section 372 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 the people who sell the minor girls 

below the age of 18 years for some immoral purposes like prostitution, illicit intercourse or for 

other illicit purpose are punishable under this section6. 

In the case of Sheela Barse V. Union of India7, it was held that, the welfare and development 

of the nation is completely depend upon the welfare and well being of a children therefore, it 

is important for the society to give them proper attention and care and the state has its obligation 

towards the children to look after them. 

II. CAUSES OF CHILD TRAFFICKING 
The sudden increase in the number of child trafficking has become an issue of concern for all 

the nations. This huge number of child victims means that the future of the nation is in danger 

and the accused are not the only culprit of this act but someway the parents, guardian or 

 
4 Rashi, Trafficking in India: Aftermath effects and challenges, 23IOSR- JHSS, 2018 
5 Child trafficking, available at: https://www.nspcc.org.uk/what-is-child-abuse/types-of-abuse/child-trafficking/ 

(visited on 3rd May, 2021) 
6 In re Ramanna, 1889 ILR 12 Mad 273 
7 Sheela Barse V. Union of India, AIR 1986 SC 1873 
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neighbors are also responsible for that offence. . The reasons behind this are common but at 

certain points they do vary at global level and they are complex as well. Basically, the main 

reason of trafficking is nobody bothers or cares about the young generation and it has been 

seen specially in girl child, parents or guardian consider them as a burden which ultimately 

help the accused to commit this act of trafficking. After getting abducted, kidnapped, 

transported the victims forced into other illicit activities which not only ruin their present but 

also leave harmful impact in their minds. 

Following are the few reasons behind the offence of child trafficking: 

1. Illiteracy 

One of the major factor which affects the decision making power of any person is education. 

The lack of education is an important factor which plays a major role behind the child 

trafficking, as if a child or parents are not educated enough then it would become easier for the 

traffickers or pimps to influence them. Even some weaker sections are still deprived of 

education so it becomes easier for people to lure or influence them by saying all false things. 

So, it is important for children to be educated enough to tackle such situations and not to fall 

for any kind trap and will become able to make difference between right and wrong8. 

2. Poverty 

India is a diversified country where people are still divided according to the economic basis. 

There are many classification standards according to the income ability of citizens. 

The citizens of India are basically divided in three classes which are rich/high class, 

middleclass and below poverty line but in actual there is one more class who are the beggars 

or poor ones who don’t even get one time food to fill the stomach of their family members, so 

people in this situation sell their children in exchange of some money9. Or they send their 

children along with these criminals and eventually force them to engage in certain illegal 

activities. Poverty is also a factor which either pushes a person or he himself joins willingly 

such offences so that, his family will get some food and they can run their livelihood. 

3. Dysfunctional structure of family 

Family plays an important role in shaping a person's character and mindset. A happy and loving 

family provides children with a healthy environment and ultimately helps them to grow with 

 
8 Causes of human trafficking, available at:  https://www.humanrightscareers.com/issues/10-causes-of-human-

trafficking/, (visited on 4th May, 2021) 
9  Causes and effect of human trafficking, available at: https://theexodusroad.com/causes-effects-of-human-

trafficking/ (visited on 4th May, 2021) 
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good and positive thinking. If the family sphere has been disrupted or parents quarreling will 

definitely rob the innocence of the child and he will get involved in some bad things because 

no one at home cares about him. This means when a family is well structured and people stand 

out and take care of them, all such factors help a child to grow in a positive manner. It is 

observed that broken families abandon children from their homes and unknowingly affected 

by human traffickers and ultimately they bring them into the world of crime. 

4. Unemployment 

In a family where the parents have no income or cannot work for various reasons, in this case, 

the children of this family come forward to earn money for their family members and fulfill 

their basic needs. Such conditions make people needy due to which the children of the family 

pushes himself to work so that their family can survive, and such children either get attracted 

or willingly agrees to get involved in criminal activities. The children comes out from their 

homes to earn money but people make false promises to them and throw them into a confined 

area from where they can’t be released and forced into several criminal activities like 

commercial sexual work, organ trade, forced labour etc. 

5. False marriage/ purposes etc. 

Many of the children get lured from their houses by making fake / false promises in order to 

provide them job, marriage or work. People make traps to lure them for the things they want 

but in reality they take them to the world of illicit activities and they never ever come back to 

their homes.  

There are several other factors which somehow attract children, which results into their 

kidnapping, abduction etc. Sometimes due to fear or coercion the families forcefully send their 

loved ones with such wrongdoers. Corruption, caste system, gender discrimination, social and 

political background also are the major factors which ultimately results in to the trafficking of 

young ones.  

III. FORMS OF CHILD TRAFFICKING 
An emerging issue of child trafficking is a reason of destruction of the nation. Child trafficking 

is a crime which is being more vulnerable and dangerous against children; the innocent children 

have to face the bitter side of the society. 

The sudden surge in child trafficking has not only hit the victims’ families, but also the social 

fears, as thousands of children are being abducted from their homes every day, leading to other 

crimes such as prostitution, begging, sex trafficking, organ trafficking, forced labor, prohibited 
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land workers, and many other crimes. Children are the most vulnerable and innocent part of 

society, so people look for them to make money by participating in other activities which give 

them psychological, sexual and emotional abuse. 

In the case of Raj Bahadur V. State of West Bengal10, the court stated that the trafficking in 

human involves the men, women and children, where people treat them as a commodity or 

goods and sell, let or dispose of them. It includes children and women for some immoral or 

other purposes 

Following are some of the forms of child trafficking: 

1. Sexual Exploitation 

Trafficking of millions of children across the globe for commercial sexual exploitation is one 

of the biggest challenges in contemporary lives. Child sex slavery has been found as an 

international crime against humanity. Annually, millions of children are being trafficked, 

procured, sold, transported, and enslaved into forceful sexual tourism. Lack of employment 

opportunities, illiteracy, economic hardship or shortage of financial resources all are the risk 

factors of being trafficked for sexual exploitation. The children are being abducted, kidnapped 

for the purpose of commercial sex which is against the law and it is the clear violation of human 

as well as fundamental rights of children. This is the age when we need to give proper attention 

and care to children but all they are receiving is pain, suffering and diseases11. 

2. Forced labour 

According to the official data, the total number of children who are forced into child labor is 

approximately 152 million globally, out of which 7.3 percent are the children from India only. 

The absence of business and cash support lead the children into this evil work with a false hope 

or they make bogus vows to give a great job however later on they connect with them into 

servitude work, homegrown laborers, laborers in industrial factories and so on. The dealers 

include the children into any sort of constrained work where they don't get any opportunity but 

all they receive is torture, scolding and pain from people. 

Mainly people engage trafficked children in those places where the entry and working of 

minors is completely prohibited like working in mines, illegal or hazardous factories. They not 

only exploit them but they also give them several injuries physically and mentally. 

 
10 1953 SCC Cal 129 
11 Trafficking of children, available at: https://vikaspedia.in/social-welfare/women-and-child-development/child-

development-1/resources-on-safe-childhood-for-panchayat-members/trafficking-of-children-1 (visited on 4th 

May,, 2021) 
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Article 33 of The Constitution of India, talks about the prohibition of trafficking of humans, 

beggars and any other similar forms of forced labor. 

3. Illegal Trade of organs 

Aside from the dealing with children for sexual and work abuse, youngster dealing is uprising 

its rate in unlawful organ exchange also. It's anything but a coordinated crime. Under this 

wrongdoers, dealers and procurer constrain the youngsters for giving inward organs of the body 

like kidneys and liver. The illegal trade of human organs is also considered as a heinous crime 

which is punishable under law. Under this crime, the traffickers trade with the organs of the 

children and after that they induce them in begging or in other activities. Mostly the street 

children, beggars, migrants, homeless people are the victim of this barbarous crime. They get 

trapped by the traffickers fraudulently or by harassing them which results into the loss of any 

organ of the person which can be kidney, liver, heart etc. 

In case of Prerana V. State of Maharashtra and Ors12, the court held that the children, who are 

being abused, tortured or sold for the purpose of sexual exploitation or any other unlawful act; 

those children have to be produced before the Child Welfare Committee. The High Court of 

Bombay also held that the rehabilitation centers/homes must be established for the victims of 

trafficking 

IV. CURRENT SITUATION OF CHILD TRAFFICKING IN INDIA 
India is a developing nation, who is heading towards the growth and advancement of the 

country, but there are still some areas where we are lacking, and it is the need of the hour to 

take some major actions on them. The literacy rate of the nation is quite low, the discrimination 

between the citizens is still in trend, the rich person are becoming richer and the poor ones are 

just being degraded which is completely wrong. The trafficking in children is touching new 

heights which is leaving everybody in fear and the future of children is in danger. Not any girl 

or boy is safe at any place not even at their own homes.  

The crime of human trafficking, especially child trafficking is one of the major issues which is 

taking birth in every country but according to some researches and surveys it has been observed 

that India is one of the top most importer and exporter of children among the South Asian 

countries. India is a country which is a home of one third of population of children which means 

every sixth child is from India. The child trafficking in India is becoming one of the most evil 

crimes where children are being kidnapped, trafficked, transported from one place to another 

 
12 2003BomCR Cri, (2003)2 BOMLR 562, 2003(2) MhLj 105 
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in order to exploit them either by putting them in some organ trade, sex business, begging, 

forced marriage, bonded labor and what not. This kind of a gesture towards the young 

generation is not right as; it is our duty and responsibility to protect them from all the harms 

and ill activities but some way or other they are getting involved in that. 

According to the report of National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB), in the year of 2019, 

approximately 6616 people were trafficked from all the states out of which there were 2914 

were children. The places from where the highest rate of trafficking takes place are Maharashtra 

and Delhi13. 

There are numerous laws which have been enacted in order to protect the rights and interest of 

child victims, but there are still lacuna because of that the accused are going unpunished and 

victim lives in a fear of getting forced into that environment again. The rate of criminal 

activities is rapidly increasing and we are still standing at the stage where accused are freely 

roaming without any guilt and they are not even getting the punishment which must be 

equivalent to their crime. The existence of various laws gives a sense of protection and care to 

the child victim and it also provides proper rehabilitation centre where the children will get 

proper care and protection as well as it will help them to develop.    

V. LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
There are the various laws which are enacted to protect the rights and interest of children and 

also to deliver justice to the child victims. Following are the laws which are there to govern 

such crimes: 

1. The Constitution of India  

The Indian Constitution prohibits trafficking of human or any other similar kind of an act is 

strictly prohibited. Article 23(1) of Constitution of India states that, the traffic in human beings, 

beggars or any other similar form of forced labor are prohibited and the contravention of this 

is strictly prohibited and the person is punishable accordance to the law14. 

2. Immoral Traffic Prevention Act, 1956 

The main objective of this Act is to prohibit the trafficking in human beings. This Act mainly 

focuses on abolishment of the trafficking in women and girls for the purpose of prostitution. If 

anyone is involved in trafficking of women or girl then he/she shall be liable for the punishment 

 
13Trafficking of children, available at: https://vikaspedia.in/social-welfare/women-and-child-development/child-

development-1/resources-on-safe-childhood-for-panchayat-members/trafficking-of-children-1 (visited on 4th 

May, 2021) 
14 The Constitution of India, 1950  
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under accordance of law15. 

3. The Child Labour Prohibition and Regulation Act, 1976 

This Act prohibits the working /employment of children in specific occupations which are as 

mentioned under Part A of schedule of the Act. This Act also prescribes the working conditions 

for the children and it also mentioned that no any child is allowed to work for more than three 

hours and after that a break of one hour is mandatory16 

4. The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2000 

This Act focuses on development of child and provides them proper care, treatment and 

protection. The section 29 of the Act empowers the state government to make a Child welfare 

committee which they think fit and also prescribes their powers and the procedure to be 

followed. Section 31 gave the power to the committee for the disposal of the case. According 

to section 34 of the Act gave the authority to the state government to make and maintain child 

homes and shelters for the care and protection of children. And the objective of section 39 is 

to provide shelter to the children for their protection and restoration17. 

5. The Indian Penal Code, 1860 

The Indian Penal Code, 1860 also deals with various provisions which talks about the child 

trafficking. The provisions related to the penalties for child trafficking, unlawful forced labor, 

selling or purchasing of a person for slavery, kidnapping, selling, buying of a minor for the 

purpose of prostitution, abduction of a person for any purpose like forced marriage etc18 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Child trafficking is considered as one of the most heinous and terrible crime against children 

which not only violates the human rights but also against the social and ethical grounds. This 

is the crime which is drastically spreading in all over the world. There are several laws and 

rules which are enacted to protect the trafficked children and provide them proper care and 

treatment at rehabilitation centre and other homes but, only the existence of such laws is not 

enough. The proper legislation works for the betterment of the society but there are several acts 

which must be kept in minds of citizens to follow such rules in a proper way. Only the existence 

of national and international laws against the child trafficking is of no use until the moment 

they are not implemented against such pathetic criminals. The government of the nation should 

 
15 Immoral Traffic Prevention Act, 1956 
16 The Child Labour Prohibition and Regulation Act, 1976 
17 The Juvenile Justice(care and protection of children) Act, 2000 
18 The Indian Penal Code, 1860 
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try it’s hard to protect children from such harmful crimes but the criminals finds their own way 

or means to complete their task.  

The main factors behind the act of child trafficking are poverty, illiteracy, unemployment so it 

is not only the duty and responsibility of government to take some action but the parents and 

guardians should also come forward to combat with this illicit act by educating their children 

and making them able to differentiate between right and wrong. And the stringent and effective 

legislation provisions should be made in order to increase the literacy rates, provide 

employment to the needed ones so that they can grow which will ultimately solve the problem 

of poverty. 

The legislations should not only be made but also implemented so that each and every child 

will go to school and get educated. But, this problem of child trafficking can not only be solved 

by making several laws and rules but it is the duty of government and every citizen of India to 

be more cautious towards their children and give them proper education as well. If the whole 

nation will come forward to combat with the problem then no any crime can take place.  

Not just the laws can roll out any improvement until and except if they get carried out and the 

public authority, non government society, residents, global associations and so on should 

cooperate to stop the rising violations against the youngsters. 

****** 
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